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1. INTRODUCTION 
Equations of the form 
--Au +f(u) = 0 in 52 
u=o on a52, (1.1) 
where f( U) grows faster than u have been extensively studied in a bounded 
domain of Iw”. We know many results for the existence of positive solutions, 
or nonexistence of positive solutions (for example, de Figuereido, P. L. 
Lions, and R. Nussbaum [6]; Pohozaev [22]). The analogous problem in 
unbounded domains is not so well known. Ni and Serrin [ 193 proved, for 
example, that if f(u) = ZA - 1~1~~ ’ u(q > (n + 2)/(n - 2)), there exists no 
positive solution of the problem 
-Au +f(u) = 0 in R” 
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In unbounded domains, we find two kinds of difficulties: first the laplacian 
from H2( W”) in L’(R”) is not Fredholm; second, the injection H1(R”) in 
L2(R”) is not compact. To overcome these difficulties, distinct methods are 
used. H. Berestycki and P. L. Lions [2] work in a space of radial functions, 
in which the second difficulty disappears. They obtain radial positive solu- 
tions of (1.2); after they prove the exponential decay of them. In fact, we 
know that, under suitable assumptions onf, all positive solutions of (1.2) 
tending to zero at infinity are radial [9]. Recently L. A. Peletier obtained 
a complete description of so-called ground states of (1.2), that means 
positive solutions tending to zero at infinity [21]. 
In this paper, we study 
-Au +f(x, u) = 0 in R”, n>2 
24-O at infinity (1.3) 
u > 0. 
In this nonautonomous case, very little is known. P. L. Lions [14] intro- 
duced a general method of finding solutions of problems like (1.3), but the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions is not studied. We mention the work of 
Noussair and Swanson [20]; their method is very different, and their 
assumptions are stronger than ours. Finally let us note the recent work of 
V. Benci and G. Cerami [3] who study the existence of positive solutions 
in unbounded exterior domains. 
Our aim is to prove that under suitable assumptions on f, there exist 
exponentially decaying, positive solutions of (1.3). For this purpose, we 
introduce exponential weighted spaces and a special elementary solution of 
the linear operator, with exponential decay. First we show that the integral 
operator associated with this elementary solution acts nicely in the 
weighted spaces. To prove the existence of a solution, we use a fixed point 
theorem in cones of Banach spaces. This theorem can be proved without 
using the notion of topological degree, but with the notion of essential 
maps of Granas [ 131. This proof is new and its advantage is that it is short 
and self-contained; further the assumption f(x, 0) = 0 is not needed as in 
the proposition used in [6]. The existence of a fixed point is heavily related 
to the existence of an a priori estimate for all positive solutions of (1.3). 
Using an idea of Gidas and Spruck [ 111, we obtain a general estimate. 
Thus we obtain, at the same time, the existence of a positive solution of 
(1.3), its regularity, and its asymptotic behavior. 
Here we study only the existence of positive solutions. Using our method 
we can study the set of solutions for a parametrized problem (it will appear 
in another paper); we work, here, with some spaces of differentiable func- 
tions; we can also use Sobolev spaces, and we will do this elsewhere. 
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Finally, the first author thanks A. Bonami and A. Charleux, from Orleans, 
P. N. Srikanth and M. Esteban for fruitful discussions, and H. Berestycki 
for his interest in this work. 
2. THE WEIGHTED SPACES 
We introduce exponential weighted spaces: Sobolev spaces and spaces of 
differentiable functions. Let 
cog = exp(ba), a(x) = { 1 + [x/2}“*, 620. 
DEFINITION 1. B’fm( 1 <p < cc; m E IV) is the space of distributions in 
Lp( W”), with distributional derivatives up to order m in L{&( IV), such that 
II4 p.4 = , F0 II~Lxullp,s i finite, (2.1) 
c( 
where 
llUllp,6 = {J lulP %P* 
Remark. l141p,m,0 = I141p,m is the usual norm in the Sobolev space 
HPs”( R”). 
DEFINITION 2. Hf” is the closure of C~(R”), with respect to the norm 
(2.1). 
PROPOSITION 1. W,P,, and HP” are Banach spaces and Wr”’ = Hr”‘. 
Proof See Lockhart [16]. Here the family of weights are given by 
F = (ya) with y, = wslp. For p = 2, we obtain Hilbert spaces. 
DEFINITION 3. C$ is the Banach space of Ck functions (R” + R) such 
that 
sup loa D”u(x)l < co for Ial <k 
x 
provided with the norm 
llullk,S = c sup h%(x) ~“u(x)l. (2.2) 
Remark. Ct = Ck( KY) is the space of functions of class Ck, which are 
bounded as their derivatives up to order k. 
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DEFINITION 4. C2”, 0 < I < 1, is the subspace of C:, whose elements 
satisfy the condition 
Cfl k,A,6= sup @AM l~kf~~~-~kf~~'~lll~-~'l"~ < 00, (2.3) 
x z .d 
where ~~(2) = min[w,(x), 0,(x’)]. 
PROPOSITION 2. C$” . IS a Banach space provided with the norm 
Ilf II k.1.6 = Iif Ilk,6 + [f lk,l,b- (2.4) 
We give here the main properties of the spaces Hf” and C$“. 
LEMMA 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) ueHfm, 
(ii) oglpu E Hr*“( R”), 
and there exist two constants C1 and C2 such that 
c1 I141p,m,d 6 IIW6,pUllp,m G G I141p,m,a. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is immediate. 
(2.5) 
PROPOSITION 3. The injection Hfm + C&r, with s < m-n/p, is con- 
tinuous. 
This results from Lemma 1, and from the Sobolev’s imbedding theorems. 
We have also: 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) The injection Hfm + H&, is continuous if 
l/q = l/p - (m - 1)/n. 
(ii) The injection HFm -+ H$;’ is compact tf m > I, 6 > 6,. 
Proof (i) follows from Lemma 1 and the Sobolev’s imbedding 
theorems. (ii) follows from Theorem (3.1) of Lockhart [16]. 
PROPOSITION 5. The multiplication 
is a bilinear continuous map, tf m, I> n/p with s d min(1, m). 
The proof results from Lemma 1 and the multiplication property in the 
standard Sobolev spaces. 
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PROPOSITION 6 (Poincart’s inequality). There exists a constant c > 0 
such that, for every u E H$l, 
J lu120,<c IVu12wg. s (2.6) 
Proof This results from Lemma (1.5) of Escobedo and Kavian [7]. 
PROPOSITION 7. (i) The injection C3’ + C$f’ is continuous, if k 2 I, 
/IaL,, 626,. 
(ii) The injection C:+ 1 --) C$” is continuous for any 1 E [0, 11, 6 3 6,. 
(iii) The injection C2a + C$,” is compact, lj” A> 2, and 6 > 6,. 
ProoJ: (i) and (ii) are easy. Let us prove (iii) for k=O. Let X, be a 
function in CF( IV), with support in B, and X, = 1 in a ball contained in 
B, (B, is the open ball of II?’ centered at 0 with radius R) and (fn} a 
sequence in Cga with 
We have 
fn=fnX,+fn(l -x,1. 
The sequence (f,X,) is bounded in C’*“(B,) since 
As the injection C’,‘I(B,) + Co-“‘(B,) is compact for Iz, <I, there exists a 
subsequence (f,,,R) which converges in C’p”I(B,) tof,; in fact,f, is in C9”. 




fn,,R -fn,,R’ =f?&l -X,,) -f,,(l - X,) 
and 
llfR-fR~llo,A,,al~ llfR-fn,,Rl10,A,,6, + Ilfn,,R-fn,,R’IIO,l,,S, 
+ Ilf”,R’ -fR~llo,~,.a, * (2.7) 
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AS 
Ilfn,U - XRN0,A1,6, = Ilfn,(l - XR)ll C,q’ll(CB~,z) G [ suP {%, If”,! > 
1x1 > RI2 
+ sup Cba,W If*,~~~-f~,~~‘~III~-~‘I1’l x # x’ 




cnj IXR(X’)-XR(X)I I.Li(x’)I 
R/2<lxl<R lx-x’p 
%*(X) Ifn,(x)l =%(x) Ifn,(x)I ~6,-&) G Ilfn,llO,l,S %-b(X) 
%,W If~,~~~-sni(~‘~III~--‘I~’ ~~s,-,wCf”ilO,A,d lx--‘ll-A’, 
then 
Ikfi~,(~ - xR)ll o,l,,a,~Cex~{-((6-6,)/2)a(R)} 
I%I,(~ - xR’)ii0,1,,6, ~Cexp{-((6-6,)/2)o(R’)} 
Ilfn,,R-fn,,R’II0,I1.6, ~Cexp{-((6-6,)/2)o(R,)) 
R 1 = min( R, R’). 
Let E > 0 be given; we choose R, such that 
Ilfn,,R-fn,,R’II0,1,,61~E/3. (2.8) 
On the other hand, (fni,R) tends tof, in C?*“(BR), asf,,,. belongs to C$“, 
the convergence is in C?:‘. We can choose N such that for ni > N, we have 
Then by (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), we have the result. 
COROLLARY 1. The injection C& + Ci is compact if 6, > 6. 
3. THE INTEGRAL OPERATOR 
L=A-c2, czo, n>2. 
(2.9) 
PROWSITION 8. L admits a principal fundamental solution, that is a 
kernel G(x, y) satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) LGf = -f, for every f 6 C~;~(R”). 
(ii) There exists &, such that for every (x, y) with Ix - yl > R, 
G(x, y) < clep(‘l~ypY~ 
We write Gf (x) = f G(x, y) f(y) dy. 
Proof (cf. Giraud [12], Miranda [18]). Note that in this simple case, 
where c is a constant, we have an explicit formula for G(x, y) of: 
G(x, y) = [v(2cr)/2c](c/27u-)(“-1)‘2 
(3.1) 
v(2cr)= [exp( -cr)/r((n- 1)/2)] JbiG‘ t(“-3U2(1 + t/2cr)‘“-3”2 e-‘dt 
(in (3.1), r means r(x, y)= Ix- yl). 
THEOREM 1. G is continuous from Ci into Ci, if 0 < 6 < c. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that 
and 
sup (o&W s ““-“/lx-~l”-~)w-~(y)dy< +co x 
sup ((%(x)e s 




z= (o,(x)e- I ““-“jlx-yl”-“)o-,(y)dy 
< expI(6-c) Ix-YIVlx-A”-“4 s 
m=1,2(if6-c<O), thenZ<+co. 
We have also 
THEOREM 2. G is continuous from C:” into C$“, $0 < 6 cc, il E 10, l[. 
ProoJ: As f 6 Cy;,“( IT), we know that Gf is in C~;~(tTY). We have to 
prove that f o C?” implies II’ E Cg, and further that D’(Gf) E C9”. We 
do not write the proof here, because we do not need this property. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let Mu = Lu + be Du + au, a, b E Ci,‘, y > 0. Then M is a 
Fredholm operator with index zero, from C$” into Cg’, for 6 CC. 
Proof. L: C%” + C>” is an isomorphism, as 6 < c; Du E Ci” and b E C$’ 
then b.DuEC$i6, and the injection C:,:, + C$” is compact. In the same 
way u + au is compact from C2’ into C2’. We have the result by the 
properties of the index. 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR THE POSITIVE SOLUTIONS OF 
THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM 
We consider the nonlinear problem 
(4.1) 
where L is a uniformly elliptic operator defined by 
Lu = aU(x)DUu + b’(x)Diu + c(x)u. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be a solution of (4.1), positive, of class C2, bounded. 
We assume: 
(1) aii, b’, c bounded, locally lipschitzian, lim,,, _ a, ag = Au, c(x) < 0. 
(2) g: R” x R+ + R+ continuous, bounded as a function of x; 
x + g(x, t) is locally lipschitzian, untformly in t on every compact interval 
[0, T]; t + g(x, t) is locally lipschitzian, uniformly in x. 
(3) There exists a E 11, (n + 2)/(n - 2)[, such that lim,, oo g(x, t)/t” = 
h(x), uniformly ‘in x, with h bounded, continuous, strictly positive, and 
lim 1x1-+ oo h(x) > 0. 
Then there exists M depending only on the problem (4.1), such that 
u<M. 
Iflimlxl + m h(x) = 0, we have the same result if we assume furthermore that 
L = A - c2 (c constant, c # 0) and g(x, t) = Cf= 1 bi(x)tk8, 1 <k, . . . <k, < 
(n + 2)/(n - 2), bie Ci, lim,,, _ oo b,(x)od(x) > 0, and l= 0. 
Proof The proof is based upon the ideas of Gidas and Spruck [ 111. 
We argue by contradiction. Assume Theorem 3 is false. Then there exists a 
sequence (u,) of bounded, positive, C2 solutions of (4.1), tending to 1 at 
infinity, such that if we put 
Mp = sup UJ x) 
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then lim &I,, = co. There exists XP such that 
upwp, = Mp. 
We can assume that X, E R”; in the other case, if X, = co, then u,(X,) = 1, 
if I> 0; and MP cannot tend to infinity; if I = 0, X, is at a finite distance. 
Now let X= lim X, (X can be at infinity). Assume first that h(X) # 0. Let 
p be fixed in N. We define a diffeomorphism of R” by 
F,:x-+y 
x=X,+A,y 
and define a new function by 
u =~-2/or-+) 
P P P”FP 
with 
ny ‘Mp = 1. 
(4.2) 
As MP tends to infinity, when p tends to infinity, we note that 1, tends to 
zero. Let d>O, fixed, and B,,+,(O) be the ball centered at 0, with radius 
equal to d/A,. We have 
sup u,(y)= sup u~oFJx)=A;~~-~ sup u,(x)=l, 
On the other hand 
D,u =~-(a+‘)/(a-l)Di~p~Fp 
1 P P 
D..u =~-2a~(a-‘)Dij~p~Fp. 
! I  P P 
So up satisfies in B,&(O) the following equation: 
aY(x)D~up+~pbi(~)Diup+jl~~(~)up+IZ~’a-1g(x,~~2’a--up)=0. (4.3) 
Let R be a fixed real number, such that BR(0) c B,&(O). As up < 1, we 
have, by the elliptic estimate in FV2*4(BR), 
(C independent of up). 
Choose n < q < 2n, by the Sobolev’s theorem: 
0 < fl< 2 - n/q. (4.4) 
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But y + g(x, A, *Ia- ‘v,(y)) is locally hblderian, with exponent 8, in B, (by 
(4.4) and assumption (2)); then by the elliptic estimate in Cafe 
where C depends on R, but not on the solution up. Then there exists a sub- 
sequence, denoted also by up, which converges in C**“(B,& with v < /?, to 
v. v is defined in all of I%“, v is of class C*, and v(0) = 1. Further, when p 
tends to infinity 
122a’a - ‘g( x, n, P 2’cr- ‘VP) + v%(X) 
;l,b’(x) --f 0 
$c(x) + 0 
a”(X) -+ a”(X). 
So by continuity, v is a solution of 
a”(X)D,v + h(X)ff = 0, with v(0) = 1. (4.5) 
As h(X) > 0, then by a suitable transformation of R” we find 
Av+v”=O (4.6) 
with 
v(0) = 1. (4.7) 
But every positive C* solution of (4.6) is the null function (Gidas and 
Spruck [lo]); this contradicts (4.7). 
Now assume that h(X) = 0. In this case the equation has the form 
-Au + c% = i bi(x)uk’. 
i=l 
(4.8) 
Let u = vo6,, with 6, to be determined. v satisfies to the equation 





bi(x)O~(x) = %ifx) (4.10) 
6,=6/(k,-1). 
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The right-hand side of (4.9) is 
As 6i(ki - 1) - 6 < 0, for 1 < i <p, Eq. (4.9) is a special form of the previous 
equation, with lim,,, _ m h(x) > 0. Then there exists a constant M such that 
u < A4. Then u < Mo6,. So u has an a priori bound on every compact set 
of IX”. 
Now by a similar argument as in [6], and applying the results of Gidas, 
Ni, and Nirenberg [9], one can prove that if 1x1> R, then u GM; so the 
a priori estimate is true on the whole space. 
We now deduce a priori estimates in the weighted spaces. 
~OPOSITION 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, ifu is a solution of 
-du+c2u=g(x, u) (4.11) 
with 
g(x, t) = i hi(X) tk’ (1 <k,< ... <k, < (n + 2)/(n - 2)), 
i=l 
b,c C;, ,xf’~~ b,(x)wdx) > 0 
then there exists a constant C such that 
llull0.s G c. 
Proof: If u is a solution of (4.11), with the assumptions, we can write 
u=G [ il b,(xJukf] 
U~6(X)= 5 J wa(X)G(X, Y)o-s(y)Bi(y)uk’(y)dy. 
i=l 
By Theorems 1 and 3, we get 
UO,(X) G i IIgiIIo hfk’ J a,(x)G(x, Y)~-,(Y) dY 6 C. 
i= 1 
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5. EXISTENCE OF GROUND STATES OF (4.1) 
We write now the problem 
- Lu = g(x, u) 
#EC;, u > 0. 
We associate with (5.1) the integral equation 
u = GCiiYu)l, 
where 
g: 24 + (x + g(x, u(x))). 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions 
(1) g:R”xR+-+R + is continuous, bounded in x, 
(2) g(xy t)=C$'=l bi(X)tkd 
biECo(lRn), 1<ki<(n+2)/(n-2), k,<k,< ... <k,, 
g is continuous from Ci into C&,. 
Proof: (i) First we prove that g(u) E c:,,; we have that g(u) is 
continuous and 
Oak, g(utx)) = %k,tX) f WdCWlk~ 
i=l 
G i$l llbillo [“(X)~6(X)lk’~d(kl- k,) 
G i (Ilullo,a)k’ llbillo 
i=l 
as 
k, -k,<O, mcS(k, ~ k,) d I. 
Then g(O) E c&. 
(ii) g: ci + &, is continuous. Let 0, w  E ci 
II$?f” + w, -g’(dlO,c5k, = suP {%k, I dxv u(x) + w(x)) -dx, u(x))l > 
I&, 4x) + w(x)) -k, UCXJJl G Iw(x)l IWWx, C(xJ)l 
i(x) = @w(x) + u(x), @E 1% 1c 
G INx)I i k,lbi(x)l IT(x)Ik’-‘; 
i=l 
W/76/2-13 
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then 
~aq IAX, u(x)+ w(x))-g(x, u(x))1 Q (w,w)(x) f: kilbi(X)( los[lk’-’ 
r=l 
Then the result follows. 
‘IIO,hk,~ lIwI10,6 i lIbil10 (Ilwl10.c5+ Il”llO,cS)k~~‘~ 
i=I 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, the map @, defined as 
the composition 
2, -Ji g(u) 3 G[g(u)] r, G[S(u)] 
c; + cg, + c;,, + cf, 
is compact if 6k, < c. 
Proof: (a) @ is continuous, as 2 is continuous by Lemma 2, and G is 
continuous if 6k, < c by Theorem 1. 
(b) Let B the unit ball in Co a; then g(B) is bounded in C& by 
Lemma 2; G[ g(B)] is bounded in 6’ dk, and is relatively compact in Cl by 
Corollary 1. 
Let us consider now the cone of positive functions in Cg : 
c= (UEC;, u>O}. 
By Theorem 4, 0 is compact from C into itself. 
We give now the proof of a fixed-point theorem in a cone of a Banach 
space. It does not need the use of topological degree, but the framework of 
Granas [ 131. Let E be a real Banach space and Cc E a closed convex, 
nonempty cone. The property C n ( - C) = {S }, where 8 is the zero of E 




2. Let f and 
1. Let p be a positive number: then 
XEC; llxll <p}; s,= {x I XEC; bll =p>, 
:: S, -+ C be compact maps, such that 
f(x)#x, g(x) f x (x E s&J. (5.3) 
If there exists h: [0, l] x S, + C compact such that 
W, x) zx, W,x)=f(x), h(l,x)=g(x) (0 < 1< 1, x E S,), 
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we write 
f-5 
3. If the map f has a compact extension 
F: BP + C such that 
F(x) $:x, XEB,, 
f is inessential. In the other case, f is essential 
Remark. If f(x) = a on S,, then 
- if a E C\$ f is inessential; 
- if a E B,, f is essential. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
In fact, in the first case, F(x) E a on BP satisfies (5.5). For the second 
case, see Dugundji and Granas (Fixed-point theory, p. 60). 
We have the following theorem: 
Let f and g: S, --t C be compact and vertfy (5.3) and f - g. Then f and g 
are both essential or both inessential (see Dugundji and Granas, same 
reference). 
Let r and R be two fixed positive numbers such that O<r< R, and 
U= B,\B,. 
LEMMA. Let cp: o+ C and !E BR + C be two compact maps without 
fixed points, such that 
cp(x) = Wxh XES,. 
Then there exists a compact extension $1 BR -+ C of cp, without any fixed 
point. 
Proof Let p be a fixed number in (0, r) and put 
(P/R) ‘y((R/~)xh llxll 6P 
ax) = 
((r-p) IlxllM(R-p)r-W-r) llxll) 
x cp(((R--p)r-(R-r) IlxllHk-p) ll4lb), for p<llxll <r 
cp(X)? r < llxll GR. 
THEOREM 5. Let @: B, + C be a compact map such that 
1. @(x)#x (XESRUS,), 
2. D/s, is essential, 
3. @fsR is inessential. 
Then @ has at least two fixed points x1 E B, and x2 E U. 
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Proof: Q/s, being essential, there exists x1 = @(x1) in B,. Assume now 
that Y = Q/E 0 + C has no fixed point; Q/s, being inessential, there exists 
!E BR -+ C compact, such that 
W) = Q(x) = rp(x), XES, 
and 
W) z x, XEB,. 
By the lemma, there exists a compact extension 4: BR + C of q without 
fixed point. Then q/B, has no fixed points, but if x E S,, 
@3(x) = q(x) = @/t?(x) = Q(x), 
then e/B, is a compact extension of Q/S, without fixed point. This 
contradicts the property of @/S, being essential. 
In fact conditions 1,2, 3 of Theorem 5 are fulfilled if the following holds: 
x # t@(x), tE co, 11, XES, (5.6) 
x # O(x) + tu, t>o, XESR, with DE C\(O). (5.7) 
In fact (5.6) implies Q(x) # x for x E S,, and 
Q/S, N o/s, 
with the homotopy h(L, x) = J@(x)(n E [0, 11, x E S,). As 8/S, is essential, 
then Q/S, is essential. (5.7) implies Q(x) # x for x E S, and that for to > 0 
@IS, - (@ + hlv)/S, 
with the homotopy h(J, x) = @i(x)+ k,,u. Now let t,, be such that 
Ilwll > supXEsR II@>(x)II + R then 
Ilbo + ~@(x)ll ’ R = llxll b E SRI. 
Then 
tou + n@(x) # x (AE co, 11, XESR) 
and 
(t,u + @l/S, - t,o/S,, 
resulting in 
@/S, - t, v/s,. 
But t,v E C\i?,, then t,v/S, is inessential and so is a/S, , 
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THEOREM 6 (Existence of positive solutions). We make the following 
assumptions: 
g:lR”xlR++R+ isgiuenby 
g(x, t) = f hi(X) P’ 
i= 1 
bi E Ci( UP), lim o6 b, > 0, 6 <c/k,, 
1x1 -m 
1 <ki<(n+2)/(n-2), k,<k,< ‘.. < k,, bi locally lipschitzian. 
Then there exists, at least, a solution of (5.1) in Ci; this solution is C*. 
ProojI First @ is compact by Theorem 4. Then we prove that there exist 
two positive numbers r and R (r < R) such that @ verifies conditions (5.6) 
and (5.7) of Theorem 5. 
(1) Verification of (5.6): we can choose r > 0 such that @ has no 
fixed point on S,; that means (5.2) has no solution, with I~u\(~,~ = r. By the 
assumptions on g there exists p > 0, such that 
g(x, t) < vt, for O<t<p 
with 
gv< 1, where g = Gl. 
For every solution of (5.2) on SR, we would have 
as vg < 1, this is impossible; choosing r < p, we get the fact that G(x) =x 
has no solution on S,. The same is obviously true for t@(x) =x, 0 < t < 1, 
XES,. 
(2) Verification of (5.7): we can choose R such that @ has no fixed 
point on S,. By Proposition 9, every solution of (5.2) in Cz satisfies 
II4 / ,, 6 6 C. Choosing R > C, we have condition (5.7) for t = 0. Now as the 
a priori estimate of Proposition 9 is true for x = Q(x) + tu, u E C, uniformly 
in t, the same argument holds and so (5.7) is verified. 
So all the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied. By this theorem, @ has 
two fixed points; the first one is in B,; but as the trivial solution exists, we 
have no more information. The second one is a nontrivial solution of (5.1), 
which, by the usual regularity arguments, is of class C’. 
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